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EDITORIAL

What will it take to get the evidential value of lay knowledge
recognised?
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The Grenfell Tower fire in London on 14 June 2017 killed
at least 72 people and traumatized hundreds more. Most
Grenfell Tower residents were living on low incomes in
Kensington and Chelsea: one of Britain’s wealthiest areas.
The long-term costs are not to be counted in monetary
terms (significant as they are) but in deaths, grief, trauma,
homelessness, fractured social connections forged over
many years and increased distrust in public authorities.
More than a year later the charred tower still stands as a
defiant challenge to local politicians, professionals and
agencies, who put costs before safety and failed repeatedly
to act on evidence of risks created by inadequate maintenance and refurbishment (Cohen 2018). The charred tower
also challenges the government, which in 2013 ignored
recommendations from the Parliamentary Fire Safety and
Rescue Group after a similar fire. As the group’s secretary
presciently commented: ‘‘they seem to need a disaster to
change regulations, rather than evidence’’ (quoted in
Baynes 2017). The challenge is also to academics because
the fire is the latest in a history of disasters that could have
been avoided if people’s experiential knowledge had been
accepted as evidence.
Things were simpler in the nineteenth century. An
inscription on Robert Lewis-Reid’s 1896 Mural ‘‘Knowledge’’ distinguishes between ignorance (‘‘the curse of
god’’) and knowledge (‘‘the wing where-with we fly to
heaven’’). Today for some academics ‘‘attempts to broaden
evidence to include experiential knowledge are misguided’’. (Scott-Findlay and Pollock 2004) But for others
‘‘the burden of proof is on the claim that not all knowledge
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is evidence’’ (Williamson 1997). Grenfell Tower residents
certainly had relevant knowledge. They had tried to get the
local council and the managing organization responsible
for maintenance to address safety concerns for more than
5 years (Booth and Wahlquist 2017). The only response
was a letter in 2013 from the council’s solicitor accusing
them of ‘‘defamatory behaviour’’ and ‘‘harassment’’
(Roberts 2017). Residents’ concerns included faulty wiring, inadequate fire escape routes, out of date fire extinguishers, the lack of a sprinkler system and poor access for
emergency vehicles (Grenfell Action Group 2013; ABC
news 2017). With chilling foresight, residents warned in
2016 that: ‘‘It is a truly terrifying thought but ……. only a
catastrophic event will expose the ineptitude and incompetence of our landlord…. and bring an end to the dangerous living conditions and neglect of health and safety
legislation that they inflict upon their tenants and leaseholders’’ (Grenfell Action Group 2016).
The evidential value of people experiential knowledge—Aristotle’s practical wisdom—has been well documented. Since the 1980s, for instance, the American
sociologist Phil Brown (1992, 1997, 2007) has studied
local people’s resistance to exposure to toxic waste:
activities he termed ‘‘popular epidemiology’’. Similarly,
Williams and Popay (1994) studied residents’ action on
water contamination in Camelford, UK, in 1988. Like all
evidence, the ‘‘trustworthiness’’ of experiential knowledge
should be assessed, albeit in appropriate ways, but it should
not be ignored.
So how can academics help us avoid more tragedies like
Grenfell Tower? Some 20 years ago Popay et al. (1998)
argued that ‘‘lay knowledge’’ was different because it
challenged the way ‘‘experts’’ characterised problems.
Pickin et al. (2002) have identified numerous factors
marginalising lay knowledge in policy and practice highlighting in particular its political nature, presenting as it
often does an ‘‘oppositional discourse’’ (Fraser 1989). The
status of lay knowledge would be increased if academics
treated it as legitimate evidence for review and exchange
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but despite a mellowing of the creed, and increased public
involvement, the evidence movement remains obsessed
with a hierarchy in which quantitative research-based
knowledge reigns supreme. Murphy and Fafard (2012) put
the problem this creates succinctly: ‘‘Knowledge…. can be
used to…exercise discursive power in ways that privilege
some definitions of health and social problems and
marginalize others’’. As Castiel (2003) argued this is ‘‘an
act of domination’’. It is time practitioners attended to the
politics of knowledge synthesis and exchange and reflected
on whether theirs is a field in which there is ‘‘a systemic
lack of readiness…to recognise and respect legitimate
difference and otherness’’ (Wynne 2008).
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